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Abstract

Despite achieving remarkable performance,
previous knowledge-enhanced works usually
only use a single-source homogeneous knowl-
edge base of limited knowledge coverage.
Thus, they often degenerate into traditional
methods because not all dialogues can be
linked with knowledge entries. This paper
proposes a novel dialogue generation model,
MSKE-Dialog, to solve this issue with three
unique advantages: (1) Rather than only one,
MSKE-Dialog can simultaneously leverage
multiple heterogeneous knowledge sources (it
includes but is not limited to commonsense
knowledge facts, text knowledge, infobox
knowledge) to improve the knowledge cover-
age; (2) To avoid the topic conflict among
the context and different knowledge sources,
we propose a Multi-Reference Selection to
better select context/knowledge; (3) We pro-
pose a Multi-Reference Generation to gener-
ate informative responses by referring to mul-
tiple generation references at the same time.
Extensive evaluations on a Chinese dataset
show the superior performance of this work
against various state-of-the-art approaches. To
our best knowledge, this work is the first
to use the multi-source heterogeneous knowl-
edge in the open-domain knowledge-enhanced
dialogue generation.

1 Introduction

The rapid developments of knowledge-enhanced
techniques have enabled machines to understand
the instinct semantics of human conversations fur-
ther and generate informative responses (Yu et al.,
2020). External knowledge, such as commonsense
bases (Speer et al., 2017), documents (Zhao et al.,
2020), and tables (Wu et al., 2021), can bridge
the gap between machines and humans in conver-
sation by generously providing knowledge that is
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Commonsense

(iPhone, related to, smartphone)

(smartphone, has context ,mobile phones) 

(Android, has context, mobile phones)

….

Text

The iPhone is a line of smartphones 
designed and marketed by Apple Inc. 
that use Apple's iOS mobile operating 
system.…

Infobox Table

Entity Name: iPhone

     (Type:          Smartphone) 

(Developer:  Apple Inc.)

(Services:    iTunes, iCloud, Apple Music )

                 ….

Dialogue Examples

Query: What is your phone? 

Response:  I am using an iPhone,  because 
I love iOS and Apple Music.


Figure 1: Examples of generating dialogues with multi-
source heterogeneous knowledge. The number of
knowledge sources can exceed one, and the knowledge
structure can vary among sources.

hard to be learned from a conversational corpus
(Ghazvininejad et al., 2018).

However, previous knowledge-enhanced works
are still far from satisfactory because they usually
solely rely on a single-source homogeneous knowl-
edge base: (1) Conversations are diverse because
humans are free to talk about whatever topics they
like (Li et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2020), but the knowl-
edge coverage of a single knowledge base is limited.
Thus, only a finite portion of dialogues could bene-
fit from the external knowledge; the remaining can
only rely on the given query because no knowledge
can be matched. Suffering from the long-tail issue
and the cost of a massive workforce, it is not wise
to improve the coverage by expanding the number
of entries in a single-source knowledge base. (2)
Each knowledge source has its advantages and dis-
advantages (Liu et al., 2019), for example, plain
text has richer information than knowledge graph,
but it performs worse in logically modeling. No
knowledge type can always perform best; the most
suitable knowledge only depends on the case.

Human beings can use various kinds of knowl-
edge learned from different sources. Therefore,
as shown in Figure 1, we believe using multiple
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knowledge sources can improve knowledge cov-
erage and have more room to select appropriate
knowledge. However, every coin has two sides;
using multi-source heterogeneous is more chal-
lenging because of the following two conflicts: (1)
Topic Conflict: given a dialogue, knowledge entries
are usually retrieved by the entity name matching
technique (Wu et al., 2020a). Thus, knowledge
entries retrieved from one source may be irrele-
vant to the dialogue context and have different
topics compared to entries retrieved from other
sources. Blindly using such irrelevant/conflicting
knowledge entries can confuse the model; (2) Gen-
eration Conflict: Although dialogue utterances and
different knowledge bases are made of words, the
word distributions vary among them. It can af-
fect the generation if a model tries to improve
the informativeness by copying words from knowl-
edge entries. For example, if a word ‘apple’ ap-
pears in both the dialogue context and the com-
monsense knowledge, there exist two tokens of
‘apple’ in the dialogue vocab and the commonsense
vocab, respectively. Then, two ‘apple’ will have
two different tokens/probabilities when predicting
the next word, making it difficult for a model to
judge which one should be the objective. This issue
is severe when using multi-source heterogeneous
knowledge. With more knowledge sources, there
are more chances for conflicts; then, the more con-
flicts, the lower the response quality.

This paper proposes a novel multi-source het-
erogeneous knowledge-enhanced dialogue gener-
ation model, MSKE-Dialog. MSKE-Dialog can
improve knowledge coverage by integrating more
knowledge sources. In this paper, we use com-
monsense knowledge, text knowledge, and infobox
knowledge at the same time. Compared to only
use one of them, simultaneously using such three
knowledge sources can improve the coverage by
63 ∼ 200% in our dataset. To alleviate the impact
of topic conflict, we propose a Multi-Reference
Selection mechanism. It uses a global relevance
gate and a dynamic selection gate to select relevant
knowledge from different sources. We also propose
a Multi-Reference Generation mechanism, which
will construct a unified dynamic vocab and compre-
hensively refer to all inputs (i.e., the context and
the multi-source knowledge) during the decoding.
As a result, MSKE-Dialog can avoid the impact
of generation conflict as possible and generate an
informative response.

Our experiments are conducted on a Chinese
Weibo dataset. In both automatic and human evalu-
ations, MSKE-Dialog can outperform various state-
of-the-art knowledge-enhanced methods by notable
margins, as well as can surpass the fine-tuned pre-
training system CDial-GPT (GPT & GPT2) (Wang
et al., 2020b) even with fewer parameters and train-
ing corpus. Extensive deep analyses also demon-
strate: (1) Compared to simply integrating multiple
knowledge bases, MSKE-Dialog has better perfor-
mance because it can alleviate two mentioned chal-
lenging conflicts; (2) Even if MSKE-Dialog only
uses a single-source knowledge, our model can
also achieve promising results. It demonstrates the
performance gain comes from not only the multi-
source knowledge but also the approach itself.

2 Approach

2.1 Problem Statement and Overview

The goal is to generate the dialogue response
Y = (y1, . . . , ylY ) conditioned onR, whereR =
(RX , {RKi}) is a set of given references to guide
the generation. RX = (rX,1, . . . , rX,lX ) repre-
sents the dialogue context (history), {RKi} repre-
sents a set of multi-source heterogeneous knowl-
edge, where the i-th RKi = (rKi,1, . . . , rKi,lKi

)
represents the relevant entries retrieved from the
i-th knowledge source. Considering both RX and
{RKi} serve as a type of reference in the response
generation stage, we call RX and {RKi} as dia-
logue reference and knowledge references, respec-
tively. Thus,R is called as the reference set.

As shown in Figure 2, MSKE-Dialog employs
three heterogeneous knowledge sources; in other
words, {RKi} contains the commonsense knowl-
edge RKC

, the text knowledge RKT
, and the

infobox knowledge RKI
. The high-level archi-

tecture of MSKE-Dialog consists of three parts.
(1) Reference Encoding: We propose four dif-
ferent encoders to encode the given references
RX , RKC

, RKT
, RKI

into intermediate hidden rep-
resentations RX,RKC

,RKT
,RKI

, respectively.
(2) Reference Selection: In the decoding stage,
we update the decoder with not only the last pre-
dicted token, but also the context-aware readouts
gathered from the encoded reference set R. To
obtain conflict-free readouts from the encoded R,
we propose a Multi-Reference Selection mecha-
nism. (3) Multi-Reference Guided Generation:
MSKE-Dialog can not only generate a word from
the fixed vocabulary, but also copy a word from
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Figure 2: The framework of MSKE-Dialog.

R. To avoid the conflicts during the generation, we
propose a Multi-Reference Generation mechanism
and a Dynamic Copy mechanism.

2.2 Reference Encoding

Dialogue Reference: Each word rX,t ∈ RX

is first embedded as rwX,t, with the fixed
vocab VRX

. Then, a bi-directional GRU
network (denoted as g) (Cho et al., 2014)
is adopted to encode RX into hidden states
RX = (rX,1, · · · , rX,lX), rX,t = [r←X,t; r

→
X,t],

[·; ·] indicates the concatenation operation:

r→X,t = g→(rwX,t, r
→
X,t−1)

r←X,t = g←(rwX,t, r
←
X,t+1)

(1)

Commonsense Reference: Each entry rKC ,n ∈
RKC

is a fact triplet rKC ,n = (eh,n, er,n, et,n),
where eh/t is the head/tail entity, er is the rela-
tion. Following Zhang et al. (2020), we adopt
TransE1 (Bordes et al., 2013) to learn the embed-
ding eh/r/t,n with the vocab VRKC

. TransE learns
the translation-based embedding as:

eh,n + er,n ≈ et,n (2)

Thus, rKC,n = [eh,n; er,n; et,n] is the encoded
entry, and the encoded commonsense knowledge
entry set is denoted as RKC

= {rKc,n}.

Text Reference: Each text reference is a word se-
quence RKT

= (rKT ,1, . . . , rKT ,lKT
). Thus, each

token rKT ,n is first embedded as rwKT,n with the

1TransE is not the STOA method. However, this paper
does not focus on embedding learning. For comparing models
accurately, we use TransE as previous works do.

vocab VRKT
. Considering RKT is a long text para-

graph, we use a 2-layer Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017) to encode the sequence efficiently:

RKT
= {rKT,n} = TransformerT2({rwKT,n})

(3)

Infobox Reference: Following Liu et al. (2018),
each infobox table RKI

is first regarded as a set
of key-value attributes {(akn, avn)}, where each
key akn is an noun phrase, and each value avn =
(awn,1, · · · , awn,|avn|) is a short text. Thus, RKI

can
be subsequently decomposed to a set of key-word
pairs {akwn,m},where each key-word pair akwn,m in-
cludes the n-th key akn and the m-th word in the
n-th value awn,m. Then, akwn,m is embedded as:

akwn,m = [akn;awn,m;posn,m] (4)

where the attribute key embedding akn uses the vo-
cab VRKI,K

, the attribute word embedding awn,m
uses the vocab VRKI

, the positional embedding
posn,m is appended to indicate the position (i.e,
n,m). After decomposing key-value pairs to key-
word pairs, the number of pairs will significantly
increase. Therefore, for the efficiency, we use a
2-layer Transformer to encode key-word pairs:

RKI
= {rKI,n,m} = TransformerI2({akwn,m})

(5)

2.2.1 Scalability
Now, the reference set R has been encoded to
R = (RX, {RKi

})2. Each encoded Rj can be
2The index i ∈ {C, T, I} is only used to index a knowl-

edge source, j ∈ {X,KC ,KT ,KI} is only used to index a
generation reference.
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similarly regarded as a set of embedding {rj,n}.
The remaining part of MSKE-Dialog does not
have any knowledge-type-specific module. Conse-
quently, MSKE-Dialog has the superior scalability
because it can remove a knowledge RKi by sim-
ply removing it fromR, or add a new knowledge
source toR by adding a corresponding encoder.

2.3 Reference Selection
State Updating: At each decoding step t, the
decoder state zt is firstly updated with a GRU unit
gd, the embedding of the last generated token yt−1,
and the context-aware reference readout ct :

zt = gd(zt−1, ct,yt−1) (6)

Multi-Reference Selection: The reference read-
out ct is obtained by fusing local reference read-
outs {rcRj,t

} = {rcX,t, r
c
KC,t, r

c
KT,t, r

c
KI,t
} with

relevance gates {αrel
Rj
} and selection gates {αsel

Rj ,t
}:

ct =
∑
Rj∈R

αrel
Rj
· αsel

Rj ,t∑
Rm∈R α

rel
Rm
· αsel

Rm,t

rcRj,t
(7)

where the dialogue reference readout rcX,t gathers
from the encoded RX = (rX,1, · · · , rX,lX)3:

∑
n

exp((WRk
X rX,n)>(W

Rq

X zt−1))WRv
X rX,n∑

m exp((WRk
X rX,m)>(W

Rq

X zt−1))
(8)

and each knowledge reference readout rcRKi
,t ∈

{rcKC,t, r
c
KT,t, r

c
KI,t
} gathers from the encoded

RKC/T/I
, respectively:

rcKi,t
=

∑
n

exp(rKi,n
>WRa

Ki
zt−1)WRv

Ki
rKi,n∑

m exp(rKi,m
>WRa

Ki
zt−1)

(9)

Relevance Gate: Each reference Rj ∈ R may
have various importance, and may have conflicts
with other references. Thus, we employ a global
Relevance Gate αrel

Rj
∈ (0, 1) to control the partici-

pation of each reference. Each relevance gate αrel
Rj

is given before the decoding:

αrel
Rj

= σ(WG2
Rj

ELU(WG1
Rj

[WG
XrX,lX ; sRj

]))
(10)

where σ is the sigmoid activation function, ELU
is another activation function (Clevert et al., 2016),
sRj

is the reference summary of Rj .

3the shape of vectors/matrices is defined as Rn×1/Rn×m

Each reference summary sRj
is given by taking

the last dialogue reference state rX,lx as attention
query, and the encoded reference Rj = {rj,n} as
keys/values :

∑
n

exp((WSk
Rj

rj,n)>(W
Sq

Rj
rX,lX))∑

m exp((WSk
Rj

rj,m)>(W
Sq

Rj
rX,lX))

WSv
Rj

rj,n

(11)

Selection Gate: During each decoding step, we
employ a dynamic context-aware Selection Gate
αsel
Rj ,t

to control the fine-grained usage of Rj :

aselt = ε(WD[zt−1; {rcRj,t
};yt−1]) (12)

where ε is the softmax operation, aselt ∈ R|R|;
thus, each local selection gate is αsel

Rj ,t
= aselt [j].

2.4 Multi-Reference Guided Generation
Copying words besides the fixed vocabulary has
shown great potential in promoting OOV-free, in-
formative and diverse responses (Lin et al., 2020).
However, token distributions are various among
multiple references R. It poses a great challenge
to avoid conflicts. We propose a Multi-Reference
Generation mechanism to address this issue.

Word Prediction: To predict the next token yt,
we first compute a generation probability over the
fixed vocab VRX

by a two-layer MLP fgen :

pgen
t = softmax(fgen(zt, ct,yt−1)) (13)

then, for each reference Rj ∈ R, we compute a
probability distribution to estimate the probability
to copy a token from the corresponding reference:

pcopy
Rj,t

= f
Rj
copy([zt; ct;yt−1],Rj) (14)

where each fRj
copy is a General attention function

(Luong et al., 2015), [zt; ct;yt−1] is the attention
query, the encoded Rj serves as the attention key.

Dynamic Vocab: To eliminate conflicts brought
by different word distributions of given references,
a dynamic vocab Vd is built, which consists of all
words that appear in both the reference setR and
the fixed vocab VRX

4:

Vd = Φ(R) ∪ VRX
(15)

Then, a projection matrix MVRX
∈ R|V

d|×|VRX
|

to map the computed generation distribution pgen
t

4where Φ(·) outputs the token set.
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to the dynamic vocab space. Similarly, for each
copy distribution Pcopy

Rj,t
of reference Rj , we con-

struct a projection matrix MRj
∈ R|Vd|×|Rj |,

which maps the copying distribution of Rj to the
dynamic vocab space.

Multi-Reference Generation: The probability
of the next word yt is given by infusing all dis-
tributions with a generation gate γgent and several
copy gates γcopyRj ,t

:

Pt(yt)
=
γgent MVRX

pgen
t +

∑
Rj
γcopyRj ,t

MRj
pcopy
Rj,t

γgent +
∑

Rj
γcopyRj ,t

(16)
we not only use a mode weight αmode

∗,t to control the
participation of each distribution, but also adopt the
previous relevance gate αrel

Rj
to help the infusing of

copy distributions:

γgent = αmode
gen,t , γ

copy
Rj ,t

= αrel
Rj
· αmode

Rj ,t (17)

where mode gates αmode
gen,t = amt [0] and αmode

Rj ,t
=

amt [j + 1] are given by:

amt ∈ R1+|R| = softmax(WM[zt; ct;yt−1])
(18)

Training: Finally, Pt ∈ R|Vd| can be used to
predict the next token. The model can subsequently
be optimized by minimizing the following negative
log-likelihood:

L = −
∑
t

logPt(yt|y1:t−1,R) (19)

3 Experiment

3.1 Experiment Methodology
Dataset: It is built upon three open-released Chi-
nese Weibo corpora (Shang et al., 2015; Ke et al.,
2018; Cai et al., 2019). We adopt a ConceptNet
(Speer et al., 2017) base released by (Wu et al.,
2020b) as the commonsense knowledge. It con-
tains about 696K triples, 27K entities, and 26 rela-
tions. For the text knowledge, we collect introduc-
tion paragraphs of 1,663K entities from Chinese
Wikipedia. Besides, we also collect infobox tables
of 1,581K entities from Chinese Wikipedia. All
texts are tokenized by Jieba 5. Following (Wu et al.,
2020b), entity words ∈ RX are used as queries to
retrieve knowledge queries from knowledge bases.
For each dialogue, we retrieve up to 200 most rel-
evant6 commonsense triplets, up to 1 relevant text

5https://pypi.python.org/pypi/jieba/
6here, relevance is defined as the word overlap between

the response and the candidate knowledge entry.

Set: Training Validation Test
#Total: 700,000 40,000 40,000

Commonsense (%) 48.6% 48.8% 48.8%
Text (%) 24.7% 24.2% 24.4%

Infobox (%) 26.9% 26.9% 27.0%
Any of them(%) 79.6% 79.8% 79.8%

Table 1: Dataset Statistics. (%) indicates the coverage.
The coverage of commonsense/text/infobox in the raw
three corpora is 14.9/7.6/8.3%. In this paper, we let
about 80% of dialogues can be aligned with as least
one type of knowledge.

paragraph, and up to 1 infobox table. After the
pre-processing and the dialogue-knowledge align-
ment, the statistics have been reported in Table 1.
As reported in Table 1, using all three knowledge
sources can improve the coverage by 63∼200%.

Models: There are 5 groups: (1) None: the
widely-used attentive Seq2Seq (Luong et al., 2015),
and its variant Copy that can copy words from the
query (See et al., 2017); (2) Commonsense: the
first CCM leverages the commonsense knowledge
with two graph attention mechanism (Zhou et al.,
2018). The next ConceptFlow (Zhang et al.,
2020) and ConKADI (Wu et al., 2020b) are two
latest SOTA commonsense knowledge-enhanced
methods; (3) Text: we use one of the latest SOTA
text knowledge-enhanced methods RefNet, which
proposes a reference-aware network to access the
background text (Meng et al., 2020a); (4) Infobox:
we adapt two data-to-text works to dialogue mod-
els by adding dialogue encoding/attention/copy
modules (from Copy). The first SA-S2S proposes a
structure-aware seq2seq to use the infobox knowl-
edge (Liu et al., 2018), the next TransInfo is one
of the latest SOTA infobox knowledge-aware text
generation approach with a Transformer Encoder
(Bai et al., 2020); (5) Pre-training: CDial-GPT
(Wang et al., 2020b) proposes a GPT-based and
a GPT2-based dialogue model (Radford et al.,
2019), where GPTbase and GPT2base have been
pre-trained on a Chinese Novel dataset (1.3B
words) and about 6.8M dialogue sessions. Both
GPTs have 95.5M parameters (MSKE-Dialog has
59.14M parameters), and are fine-tuned on our
dataset. The implementation details have been
listed in Appendix A. The code is open released
(https://github.com/pku-sixing/
EMNLP2021-MSKE_Dialog).

Metrics: We use the embedding-based Embed-
A/G/X (Average/Greedy/Extreme (Liu et al.,

https://pypi.python.org/pypi/jieba/
https://github.com/pku-sixing/EMNLP2021-MSKE_Dialog
https://github.com/pku-sixing/EMNLP2021-MSKE_Dialog
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Aspects Relevance Diversity Knowledge Overall ↑
Metrics Embed ROUGE BLEU DIST Ent Entity Mean
Configs A G X L 1 2 3 4 Uni Bi 4 CSK TXT IBT AVG Geo.
Seq2Seq 0.825 0.686 0.630 11.68 12.79 4.60 1.82 0.76 1.31 6.75 7.44 0.35 0.16 0.14 0.21 1.00

Copy 0.822 0.688 0.629 12.44 13.49 5.13 2.13 0.91 3.64 15.00 8.24 0.30 0.21 0.17 0.23 1.23
CCM 0.840 0.697 0.635 13.03 14.16 4.97 1.98 0.82 1.42 9.01 8.88 0.53 0.18 0.17 0.29 1.16

ConceptFlow 0.845 0.696 0.637 12.82 14.95 5.10 2.00 0.84 1.56 9.89 8.90 0.34 0.15 0.15 0.21 1.10
ConKADI 0.844 0.683 0.630 13.35 15.62 5.61 2.33 1.03 3.53 19.21 10.94 0.50 0.23 0.20 0.31 1.43
SA-S2S 0.824 0.690 0.636 12.83 14.24 5.42 2.26 0.99 3.22 12.70 7.77 0.30 0.20 0.24 0.25 1.24

TransInfo 0.825 0.689 0.638 13.16 14.18 5.45 2.26 1.01 3.78 15.34 8.38 0.29 0.22 0.248 0.25 1.29
RefNet 0.829 0.682 0.622 11.92 14.25 4.67 1.62 0.59 2.75 14.53 10.16 0.42 0.48 0.17 0.359 1.32

GPTbase 0.836 0.678 0.631 12.88 15.03 5.96 2.86 1.56 5.07 23.97 11.03 0.41 0.25 0.21 0.29 1.52
GPT2base 0.833 0.680 0.630 12.71 14.75 5.71 2.67 1.40 4.16 20.07 10.77 0.38 0.23 0.19 0.27 1.42

MSKE-Dialog 0.854 0.700 0.653 16.14 15.73 6.82 3.40 1.92 6.04 27.50 10.82 0.47 0.36 0.253 0.363 1.72

Table 2: Automatic evaluation results. Score means a model outperforms others in the corresponding metric.

2016)) and the word overlap-based BLEU1-4 (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002), ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004), and
to evaluate the relevance to the ground-truth re-
sponses. Following (Zhang et al., 2018), we use
DIST-Uni/Bi (the ratio of distinct 1/2-grams among
all generated tokens), and the 4-gram entropy Ent4
to evaluate the diversity. In addition, we use the
entity score (i.e., the number of the generated en-
tity/knowledge words per sentence) to measure the
knowledge utilization. We count the entity score
on each type of knowledge (CSK, TXT, IBT : com-
monsense, text, infobox), and compute the aver-
aged entity score (AVG). Finally, to fairly com-
pare the overall performance, we report the overall
geometric mean scores relative to Seq2Seq, Ap-
pendix B has elaborated the detail. When com-
paring different approaches, we do not use the
perplexity, because the definitions and compu-
tations vary among approaches. We will report the
perplexity in the ablation study, because all model
variants share the same computation.

3.2 Experimental Results

Automatic Evaluation: As reported in Table 2,
MSKE-Dialog wins the best in 12 metrics, wins
second/third place in 3 metrics, and the best overall
performance. In the aspect of relevance, MSKE-
Dialog beats baselines in all related metrics, indi-
cating responses generated by MSKE-Dialog are
closer to the topic. Thanks to the proposed Multi-
Reference Generation mechanism, MSKE-Dialog
has the best performance in DIST-Uni/Bi and the
second-best performance in Ent-4, showing MSKE-
Dialog can generate diverse and informative re-
sponses. MSKE-Dialog slightly loses to GPTbase

in Ent-4, we think the reason is GPTbase has al-
ready been pre-trained by a large amount of dia-

Aspects Appropriateness Informativeness
vs. Win Tie Loss Win Tie Loss

Seq2Seq 56.0% 13.8% 30.2 % 55.5% 12.8% 31.7%
TransInfo 58.2% 15.5% 26.3% 58.2% 13.8% 28.0%
ResNet 60.3% 11.5% 28.2% 58.3% 10.2% 31.5%

ConKADI 49.8% 14.3% 35.8% 46.0% 14.7% 39.3%
GPTbase 47.0% 16.8% 36.2% 45.2% 16.7% 38.2%

Table 3: Human annotation results. Score means our
approach significantly outperforms baselines (sign test,
p-value < 0.05, ties are removed). The agreement
among volunteers have been reported in Appendix C

.

logues. Moving to the aspect of knowledge, MSKE-
Dialog undoubtedly beats other baselines in the
overall score with the cooperation of three hetero-
geneous knowledge sources. MSKE-Dialog loses
to RefNet/CCM in terms of text/commonsense en-
tity score. The reason is such two baselines only
use one knowledge source, but our approach uses
three sources; thus, our approach would not only
focus on using one source.

Human Evaluation: We conduct the pair-wise
evaluation. Baselines include ConKADI, TransInfo,
RefNet, GPTbase (the best in the corresponding
group), and the naive Seq2Seq. We employ 3 well-
educated native speakers to annotate the sampled
200 test cases. There are two criteria: (1) Appro-
priateness evaluates the fluency, and the relevance
to the context; (2) Informativeness evaluates how
much new knowledge is provided.

As reported in Table 3, MSKE-Dialog can also
outperform baselines in human evaluation. Com-
pared with the automatic results, Seq2Seq has bet-
ter performance in human evaluation. This is due
to humans always have a high tolerance for bor-
ing/generic but fluent responses. The remaining re-
sults are roughly in line with the automatic results.
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Geo. Aspect Rel. Diver. Know. Overall Perplexity ↓
Base 1.08 1.39 1.19 1.18 94.89

Base+CSK 1.19 1.89 1.38 1.38 88.30
Base+TXT 1.19 1.86 1.52 1.41 89.27
Base+IBT 1.09 1.31 1.29 1.19 91.47

Context 1.21 3.22 1.33 1.58 90.14
Context+CSK 1.24 3.35 1.48 1.66 86.14
Context+TXT 1.22 3.10 1.43 1.60 88.69
Context+IBT 1.24 3.06 1.38 1.60 87.02

Full 1.30 3.01 1.71 1.72 81.10

Table 4: Knowledge Ablation Study. We report the ge-
omean relative score for each aspect, the full results
have also been reported in Appendix D. Both Base and
Context do not use external knowledge, but Context can
copy words from the context X . +CSK/TXT/IBT uses
the commonsense/text/infobox knowledge.

It is worth noting that, MSKE-Dialog can outper-
form GPTbase, while MSKE-Dialog only uses 62%
of parameters (59.14M vs. 95.5M) and less than
10% of training data (700K vs.1.3B words+6.8M
pre-training+ 700K fine-tune ). It verifies the advan-
tage of using multi-source heterogeneous knowl-
edge and the effectiveness of our model.

3.3 Ablation Analysis
To investigate what makes the most contribution to
MSKE-Dialog, we conduct extensive studies.

Knowledge Contribution: We design a set of
single-source variants of MSKE-Dialog to explore
which knowledge brings the most improvement.
As reported in Table 4, compared to Base, which
neither uses external knowledge nor copies word,
all three single-source variants have improvements
in both the overall performance and the perplex-
ity. Previous works (Gu et al., 2016; Vinyals et al.,
2015) have shown that copying words from the
context RX can significantly improve the perfor-
mance. Our models can also benefit from this fac-
tor, the Context+* outperforms Base+* by notable
margins. Evidently, among the three knowledge
sources, commonsense knowledge and text knowl-
edge bring more contributions. The perplexity of
Context/Base+IBT have notable improvements, but
the improvement of the overall score (i.e., the qual-
ity of the generated responses) is not notable 7. We
guess the employed beam-search decoding may be
a bottleneck, we leave it as future work.

It is worth noting that our approach can also beat
the best knowledge-enhanced baselines without us-
ing more source knowledge sources. The best com-

7Perplexity reflects the difficulty to generate the ground-
truth, lower is better.

Geo. Aspect Rel. Diver. Know. Overall Perplexity↓
Full 1.30 3.01 1.71 1.72 81.10
-Vd 1.21 2.58 1.86 1.63 86.46

-Multi R.Gen. 1.23 1.36 1.33 1.29 85.77
-Multi R.Select. 1.22 2.50 1.81 1.61 82.87

-K.Copy 1.28 2.92 1.52 1.64 84.12
-K.Attn 1.25 3.23 1.62 1.69 82.94

Table 5: Model Ablation Study. -Vd does not build
the dynamic vocab. -Multi R.Gen. does not use the
Multi-Reference Generation; thus, all words are pre-
dicted based on the generation probability. -Multi
R.Select. does not use the Multi-Reference Selection to
control the participation of each generation reference.
-K.Copy/Read does not copy/read external knowledge
(copying/reading the context X is still allowed). The
full results have also been reported in Appendix E

monsense/text/infobox knowledge-enhanced base-
lines and their overall scores are CinKADI/1.43,
RefNet/1.32, TransInfor/1.29, which are lower than
our single-source variants: Context+CSK/1.66,
Context+TXT/1.60, Context+IBT/1.60. It proves
that our MSKE-Dialog not only has the ability to
use multi-source heterogeneous knowledge, but
also has more efficiency in model design.

Model Contribution In this part, all variants use
all three knowledge sources. We check the perfor-
mance contribution by removing a module from the
Full model, namely, MSKE-Dialog. As reported
in Table 5, we first remove the use of dynamic vo-
cab Vd. While the knowledge score increases, the
relevance score and the diversity score sharply de-
crease. This is due to -Vd tends to copy words from
external knowledge without considering the con-
text. Meanwhile, we propose a Multi-Reference
Selection mechanism to solve the topic conflict and
propose a Multi-Reference Generation mechanism
to generate informative responses without the im-
pact of generation conflict. -Multi R.Gen./R.Select
prove such two mechanisms are effective, espe-
cially the Multi-Reference Generation. Comparing
-K.Copy and -K.Attn, -K.Copy has more degenera-
tion, indicating copying knowledge words brings
more improvements.

Full does not achieve the best in each aspect but
has the best overall performance and perplexity,
which indicates using multi-source knowledge is
quite challenging. It is crucial to fuse the knowl-
edge sources into the context without the impact of
the possible conflicts.
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Query#1: 突然想和女朋友分手了。 I suddenly want to break up with my girlfriend.
ConKADI 突然想和女朋友分手了. . . I suddenly want to break up with my girlfriend. . .
GPTbase 分手快乐祝你快乐。 Happy breakup, I wish you happiness
MSKE-Dialog 我也突然想和[男友]分手。 I also suddenly want to break up with my boyfriend.
Query#2: 怎样打好篮球? How to play basketball well?
ConKADI 打好[前锋]打[羽毛球]打[羽毛球]. To be a good playmaker, play badminton, play badminton.
GPTbase 打篮球打篮球打篮球打篮球打篮球打篮球。 Play basketball, play basketball, play basketball.
MSKE-Dialog 多练习[运球]。 Practice dribbling more.
Query#3: 大家都用什么防晒霜? What kind of sunscreen cream do you use?
ConKADI [ZA]的。防晒的时候用防晒霜。 I use ZA(’s product). Use sunscreen when you need it
GPTbase 我用的是[雅漾]的,感觉还不错,不过不是很[油]。 I use Avene(’s product). It feels good, but it’s not oily.
MSKE-Dialog [露得清]的防晒效果不错。 Neutrogena’s sunscreen cream has a good effect.

Table 6: Some cases generated by models. entity/[实体词] means the new information (new knowledge word).

Figure 3: Evaluations on different data sizes. We test
the full model and a variant that does not use multi-
source knowledge. We report the overall score and the
geomean relative score in the aspect of relevance. Com-
pared to the diversity/knowledge, relevance is a more
representative aspect in the low-resource evaluation.

3.4 More Studies

Low Resource Evaluation: We train MSKE-
Dialog and a non-knowledge-enhanced variant on
only a part of the dataset. As illustrated in Figure 3,
with the incorporation of multi-source knowledge,
MSKE-Dialog with only 1

2 ∼
1
4 conversational data

can archive comparable performance with the non-
knowledge-enhanced variant. It indicates the multi-
source knowledge can indeed help the dialogue
generation if the conversational data is not enough.
This can be quite useful when constructing a sys-
tem in a low-resource language/scenario.

Case Study: We show three cases generated
by our MSKE-Dialog and two better baselines
in the human evaluation in Table 6. In Case
#1, only MSKE-Dialog provided the new infor-
mation, demonstrating our multi-source heteroge-
neous knowledge-enhanced approach is able to
generate more informative responses with the im-
proved knowledge coverage. In the next Case #2,
although ConKADI also provided new information,
it failed to generate a fluent response. It indicates

it is crucial to alleviate the conflict between knowl-
edge and context. In the last Case #3, although all
three models have generated fluent and informative
responses, GPTbase generated a more natural re-
sponse and brought more information, which can
be attributed to GPTbase was trained by more train-
ing data. It tells us the potential to investigate the
pre-training methods; we leave it as future work.
This work only focuses on the non-pre-training
method because pre-training models have expen-
sive costs in training/using.

4 Related Work

The vanilla Seq2Seq tends to generate generic re-
sponses, such as ‘I don’t know’ (Chen et al., 2017).
Many efforts have been devoted to diversifying
the generations (Li et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2019),
etc. One crucial factor leading to this issue is the
lack of sufficient knowledge. During the conver-
sation, the vanilla Seq2Seq model can only ac-
cess the given query, which only contains limited
knowledge (Ghazvininejad et al., 2018). The in-
sufficient knowledge makes it hard for a model to
understand the context and generate an informa-
tive response. To this end, knowledge-enhanced
approaches have been proposed and demonstrated
promising performances (Yu et al., 2020). The
knowledge can be texts (Ren et al., 2020; Zhao
et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2020; Tam, 2020), the struc-
tured graphs/tables/bases (Zhou et al., 2018; Qin
et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020b,c; Zhang et al., 2020),
the semi-structured infobox (Wu et al., 2021), the
pre-trained models (Devlin et al., 2019; Radford
et al., 2019; Moghe et al., 2020), and many other
external knowledge components (Wang et al., 2018;
Xu et al., 2019).

However, most previous works can only use
single-source homogeneous knowledge. Solely re-
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lying on only one type of knowledge greatly lim-
its the performance in the real scenario. Some
previous works have also noticed this issue. For
example, augmenting the knowledge graph with
an external text comprehension module (Liu et al.,
2019) or a KBQA module (Wang et al., 2020a), in-
troducing multi-modal visual features (Liang et al.,
2020) for emotional conversation or visual conver-
sation (Meng et al., 2020b). Our work is different
from them because we focus on the open-domain
knowledge-enhanced dialogue response generation,
rather than the emotional/visual conversation, etc.
To our best knowledge, few works have studied this
topic in this area. In addition, MSKE-Dialog has a
salable framework. A new knowledge source can
easily be integrated by simply adding a knowledge
encoder.

5 Conclusion & Future Work

This paper proposes a novel multi-source hetero-
geneous knowledge-enhanced dialogue generation
approach, MSKE-Dialog, which outperforms com-
petitive knowledge-enhanced baselines and pre-
training models. It verifies the advantages of using
multi-source heterogeneous knowledge and the ad-
vantages of our approach.

We will continue to investigate the advantages
of knowledge-enhanced dialogue generation. We
notice the current decoding strategy may be a bot-
tleneck of knowledge-enhanced works and the po-
tential of multi-source knowledge + pre-training.
We will also pay more attention to such topics.
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All data crawled from Weibo are open-accessed
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may need to ask for additional permission from
the original author/copyright owner. We use the
commonsense knowledge from ConceptNet (Speer
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A Model Implementations

We re-implement Seq2Seq, Copy, SA-S2S, and
TransInfo by using the PyTorch, and the remain-
ing use the official implementations and decoding
strategies.

Hyper-Parameters : The word embedding di-
mension is 200, the commonsense entity/relation
dimension is 100, the GRU dimension is 512. We
use the Adam optimizer with the initial learning
rate of 0.0001, and the batch size of 32. After
each training epoch, we will check a model’s per-
formance (perplexity) on the validation set, if the
perplexity starts to increase, the learning rate will
be halved; if the epoch number reaches 20 or the
perplexity increases in two successive epochs, the
training will be stopped. During the inference, we
select the hyper-parameter of the lowest perplexity
on the validation set. The official implementations
of CCM, ConceptFlow, RefNet, and GPTs use the
greedy search decoding and do not support beam-
search; thus, we keep the official settings. For the
remaining approaches, we apply the beam-search
decoding strategy ( beam width = 10). Under such
settings, the training on a single Nvidia Geforce
RTX Titan roughly costs 2 days. In addition, we
use a pre-trained Chinese word embedding released
(Song et al., 2018) to initialize (if support) and eval-
uate.

B Overall Score

We evaluate models with more than 10 metrics, it
is confusing to judge the overall performance by
only checking the different discrete scores. For
comparing the overall performance, we report the
overall geometric mean relative scores. The perfor-
mance baseline is Seq2Seq (i.e., its relative score
is defined as 1.0).

In detail, each metric is defined as Mi,j,k, where
i is the index of the evaluation aspects (Relevance,
Diversity, and Knowledge), j is the index of the
evaluation method in the i-th aspect (for example,
the aspect Relevance includes Embed, ROUGE,
and BLEU), the last k indicate the specific metric
variant of Mi,j (for example, the embedding-based
metric Embed has three settings: average, greedy,
extreme.). Subsequently, the computation of the
overall geometric relative score can be described
as:

• 1. For eachMi,j,k, we first compute the perfor-
mance rate relative to Seq2Seq. For example,

if Seq2Seq achieves 10.0 in terms of the met-
ric Mi,j,k, and MSKE-Dialog achieves 15.0;
then, the relative performance rate of MSKE-
Dialog is 1.50. The relative performance rate
of Mi,j,k is denoted as Ri,j,k.

• 2. Each evaluation method Mi,j may have
different metric variants, but the number of
metric variants should not affect the overall
score, so for each evaluation method Mi,j ∈
(Embed, ROUGE, BLEU, DIST), we compute
the geometric mean relative score among its
variants: Ri,j = GeoMean({Ri,j,k}). Mean-
while, in this part, we use the averaged entity
score AVG instead of the geomean of three
sub entity scores.

• 3. For each aspect Mi, we compute the geo-
metric mean relative score among its evalua-
tion methods: Ri = GeoMean({Ri,j}).

• 4. The overall geometric mean relative score
is given by: R = GeoMean({Ri}).

The computed R can be used to compare differ-
ent models easily.

C Human Evaluation

Following (Wu et al., 2020b), we conduct the
pair-wise evaluation. The competitors include
ConKADI, TransInfo, RefNet, GPTbase (the best
baselines in the corresponding group), and the
widely-used Seq2Seq. We employ three well-
educated native speakers to annotate the sampled
200 test cases (1,200 pairs in total). There are
two criteria: (1) Appropriateness evaluates the rel-
evance to the dialogue context, and fluency; (2)
Informativeness evaluates how much new knowl-
edge is provided in a generated response.

Aspects Appropriateness Informativeness
vs. Win Tie Loss Win Tie Loss

Seq2Seq 56.0% 13.8% 30.2 % 55.5% 12.8% 31.7%
TransInfo 58.2% 15.5% 26.3% 58.2% 13.8% 28.0%
ResNet 60.3% 11.5% 28.2% 58.3% 10.2% 31.5%

ConKADI 49.8% 14.3% 35.8% 46.0% 14.7% 39.3%
GPTbase 47.0% 16.8% 36.2% 45.2% 16.7% 38.2%

Table 7: Human annotation results. Score means our
approach significantly outperforms baselines (sign test,
p-value < 0.05, ties are removed).

As reported in Table 7, MSKE-Dialog can also
outperform baselines in human evaluation. Com-
pared with the automatic results, Seq2Seq has bet-
ter performance in human evaluation. This is due
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Aspects Relevance Diversity Knowledge Overall
Metrics Embed ROUGE BLEU DIST Ent Entity Mean PPL↓
Configs A G X L 1 2 3 4 Uni Bi 4 CSK TXT IBT AVG Geo. -

Base 0.851 0.696 0.641 13.97 14.44 5.19 2.06 0.88 1.74 10.31 9.87 0.41 0.19 0.17 0.25 1.18 94.87
Base+CSK 0.853 0.696 0.645 14.72 14.97 5.96 2.66 1.32 2.46 17.16 10.44 0.47 0.22 0.18 0.29 1.38 88.30
Base+TXT 0.856 0.700 0.649 14.78 15.02 5.97 2.65 1.30 2.67 15.56 10.16 0.36 0.40 0.19 0.32 1.41 89.27
Base+IBT 0.854 0.700 0.647 14.43 14.75 5.28 2.07 0.86 1.81 8.57 9.54 0.40 0.18 0.24 0.27 1.19 91.47

Context 0.846 0.689 0.641 14.68 14.30 6.02 2.92 1.60 6.81 29.97 10.80 0.35 0.28 0.21 0.28 1.58 90.14
Context+CSK 0.846 0.689 0.642 15.03 14.57 6.27 3.12 1.77 7.04 31.94 11.03 0.43 0.28 0.22 0.31 1.66 86.14
Context+TXT 0.848 0.693 0.645 14.94 14.25 6.10 2.99 1.66 6.47 28.06 10.77 0.33 0.36 0.22 0.30 1.60 88.69
Context+IBT 0.850 0.694 0.647 15.23 14.73 6.25 3.09 1.73 6.52 27.53 10.52 0.34 0.27 0.25 0.29 1.60 87.02

Full 0.854 0.700 0.653 16.14 15.73 6.82 3.40 1.92 6.04 27.50 10.82 0.47 0.36 0.25 0.36 1.72 81.10

Table 8: Knowledge Ablation Study. Both Base and Context do not use external knowledge, but Context can copy
words from the context X . +CSK/TXT/IBT means using the commonsense/text/infobox knowledge, respectively.

Aspects Relevance Diversity Knowledge Overall
Metrics Embed ROUGE BLEU DIST Ent Entity Mean PPL↓
Configs A G X L 1 2 3 4 Uni Bi 4 CSK TXT IBT AVG Geo. -

Full 0.854 0.700 0.653 16.14 15.73 6.82 3.40 1.92 6.04 27.50 10.82 0.47 0.36 0.25 0.36 1.72 81.10
-Vd 0.857 0.705 0.652 16.02 16.22 6.29 2.68 1.23 5.15 20.96 10.44 0.57 0.36 0.25 0.39 1.63 86.46

-Multi R.Gen. 0.840 0.700 0.650 13.97 15.52 6.44 3.02 1.55 1.78 11.37 8.23 0.33 0.28 0.23 0.28 1.29 85.77
-Multi K.Select. 0.856 0.705 0.655 16.05 15.96 6.37 2.78 1.32 4.87 20.40 10.40 0.50 0.38 0.25 0.38 1.61 82.87

-K.Copy 0.853 0.699 0.652 15.85 15.33 6.58 3.27 1.85 5.94 25.86 10.64 0.39 0.33 0.25 0.32 1.64 84.12
-K.Read 0.851 0.696 0.648 15.58 15.16 6.42 3.10 1.70 6.69 30.43 10.89 0.43 0.35 0.26 0.34 1.69 82.94

Table 9: Model Ablation Study. -Vd does not construct the dynamic vocab. -Multi R.Gen. does not use the Multi-
Reference Generation; thus, all words are predicted based on the generation probability. -Multi K.Select. does not
use the Multi-Reference Selection to control the participation of each generation reference. -K.Copy/Read does
not copy/read external knowledge (copying/reading the context X is still allowed).

.

to humans always have a high tolerance for bor-
ing/generic but fluent responses. The remaining
results are roughly in line with the automatic re-
sults. It is worth noting that, compared to GPTbase,
although only using 62% of parameters (59.14M vs.
95.5M) and less than 10% of training data (700K
vs.1.3B Words+6.8M pre-training+ 700K fine-tune
), MSKE-Dialog still can outperform GPTbase. It
demonstrates the advantage of using multi-source
heterogeneous knowledge and the effectiveness of
our model design.

Following (Wu et al., 2020b), We count the
agreement among volunteers, for the appropriate-
ness, 2/3 agreement ( the percentage of the cases
that at least 2 volunteers give the same label) is
94.2%, the 3/3 agreement is 53.7%; for the infor-
mativeness, 2/3 agreement is 94.4%, the 3/3 agree-
ment is 52.4%.

D Knowledge Contribution

We design a set of single-source variants of MSKE-
Dialog to explore which knowledge brings the most
improvement. As reported in Table 8, compared to
Base, which neither uses external knowledge nor
copies word, all three single-source variants have

improvements in both the overall performance and
the perplexity. Previous works (Gu et al., 2016;
Vinyals et al., 2015) have shown that copying words
from the context RX can significantly improve the
performance. Our models can also benefit from
this factor, the Context+* outperforms Base+* by
notable margins. Evidently, among the three knowl-
edge sources, commonsense knowledge and text
knowledge bring more contributions. The perplex-
ity of Context/Base+IBT have notable improve-
ments, but the improvement of overall score (i.e.,
the quality of the generated responses) is not no-
table 8. We guess the employed beam-search de-
coding may be a bottleneck, we leave it as future
work.

It is worth noting that our approach can also beat
the best knowledge-enhanced baselines without us-
ing more source knowledge sources. The best com-
monsense/text/infobox knowledge-enhanced base-
lines and their overall scores are CinKADI/1.43,
RefNet/1.32, TransInfor/1.29, which are lower than
our single-source variants: Context+CSK/1.66,
Context+TXT/1.60, Context+IBT/1.60. It proves

8Perplexity reflects the difficulty to generate the ground-
truth, lower is better.
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that our MSKE-Dialog not only has the ability to
use multi-source heterogeneous knowledge, but
also has more efficiency in model design.

E Model Contribution

In this part, all variants use all three knowledge
sources. We check the performance contribution by
removing a module from the Full model, namely,
MSKE-Dialog. As reported in Table 9, we first
remove the use of dynamic vocab Vd. While the
knowledge score increases, the relevance score and
the diversity score sharply decrease. This is due
to -Vd tend to copy words from external knowl-
edge without considering the context. We propose
a Multi-Reference Selection mechanism to solve
the topic conflict and propose a Multi-Reference
Generation mechanism to generate informative re-
sponses without the impact of generation conflict.
-Multi R.Gen./R.Select prove such two mechanisms
are effective, especially the Multi-Reference Gen-
eration. Comparing -K.Copy and -K.Attn, -K.Copy
has more regression, indicating copying knowledge
words brings more improvements.

Full does not achieve the best in each aspect but
has the best overall performance and perplexity,
which indicates using multi-source knowledge is
quite challenging. It is crucial to fuse the knowl-
edge sources into the context without the impact of
the possible conflicts.


